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Fools of Fortune - William Trevor 2006-04-25
Penguin Classics is proud to welcome William Trevor—"Ireland’s answer to Chekhov" (The Boston Globe)
and "one of the best writers of our era" (The Washington Post)—to our distinguished list of literary masters.
In this award-winning novel, an informer’s body is found on the estate of a wealthy Irish family shortly after
the First World War, and an appalling cycle of revenge is set in motion. Led by a zealous sergeant, the
Black and Tans set fire to the family home, and only young Willie and his mother escape alive. Fatherless,
Willie grows into manhood while his alcoholic mother’s bitter resentment festers. And though he finds love,
Willie is unable to leave the terrible injuries of the past behind. First time in Penguin Classics Winner of the
Whitbread Novel of the Year Award
Mortal Coils - Eric Nylund 2009-02-03
Longing to escape their grandmother's fierce control, fifteen-year-old California twins Eliot and Fiona
discover their secret demonic parentage and that their existence is a threat to an ancient treaty between
gods and fallen angels, forcing them to undergo three dangerous trials inspired by urban legends. Original.
75,000 first printing.
The Shakespeare Requirement - Julie Schumacher 2019-07-30
One of The Washington Post's 50 Most Notable Works of Fiction in 2018 The slings and arrows of
outrageous fortune keep hitting beleaguered English professor Jason Fitger right between the eyes in this
hilarious and eagerly awaited sequel to the cult classic of anhedonic academe, the Thurber Prize-winning
Dear Committee Members. Once more into the breach... Now is the fall of his discontent, as Jason Fitger,
newly appointed chair of the English Department of Payne University, takes arms against a sea of troubles,
personal and institutional. His ex-wife is sleeping with the dean who must approve whatever modest
initiatives he undertakes. The fearsome department secretary Fran clearly runs the show (when not taking
in rescue parrots and dogs) and holds plenty of secrets she's not sharing. The lavishly funded Econ
Department keeps siphoning off English's meager resources and has taken aim at its remaining office
space. And Fitger's attempt to get a mossbacked and antediluvian Shakespeare scholar to retire backfires
spectacularly when the press concludes that the Bard is being kicked to the curricular curb. Lord, what
fools these mortals be! Julie Schumacher proves the point and makes the most of it in this delicious romp of
satire.
The Fort - Bernard Cornwell 2010-09-28
From New York Times bestselling author Bernard Cornwell—one of the greatest yet little-known skirmishes
of the Revolution: the Penobscot Expedition, a battle that would reveal the true character of a legendary
Revolutionary hero. This new novel takes place during the very early days of the rebellion, or the War of
Independence, in 18th century Massachusetts before Washington and before the organization of a colonial
army. A small British fleet with a few soldiers on board had sailed in to be met, to their surprise, with an
overwhelming strength of local militia. Cornwell tells the story on both sides of the conflict, based largely
on real figures, including of course Paul Revere (famous from the much later poem).
Ghost Hawk - Susan Cooper 2013-08-27
At the end of a winter-long journey into manhood, Little Hawk returns to find his village decimated by a
white man's plague and soon, despite a fresh start, Little Hawk dies violently but his spirit remains trapped,
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seeing how his world changes.
Satire on Stone - Richard Samuel West 1988
Gathers political cartoons by the nineteenth century American satirist, briefly traces Keppler's career, and
discusses the background of his work
Foolish Mortals - Jennifer Johnston 2014-06-24
After a shocking accident, one family gathers for an unforgettable Christmas overflowing with secrets and
revelations in this deeply felt novel by one of Ireland’s foremost modern writers Henry has been estranged
from his children since his divorce with their mother, Stephanie. But when a car accident claims the life of
his second wife and leaves him with partial amnesia, Henry embarks on the fraught journey of making
amends. As the family gathers for Christmas dinner, Henry’s memory comes back in starts and stops—the
wedges that drove his daughter, Ciara, away; the slow onset of his mother’s dementia; the real cause of his
break with his ex-wife. A tragicomedy of near-Shakespearean proportions, Foolish Mortals is at once a
novel of the mending of a dysfunctional family and a portrait of the modernizing gradient blending old
Ireland into new.
The Archer's Tale - Bernard Cornwell 2009-03-17
From New York Times bestselling author Bernard Cornwell, the first book in the Grail Series—the
spellbinding tale of a young man, a fearless archer, who sets out wanting to avenge his family's honor and
winds up on a quest for the Holy Grail. A brutal raid on the quiet coastal English village of Hookton in 1342
leaves but one survivor: a young archer named Thomas. On this terrible dawn, his purpose becomes
clear—to recover a stolen sacred relic and pursue to the ends of the earth the murderous black-clad knight
bearing a blue-and-yellow standard, a journey that leads him to the courageous rescue of a beautiful French
woman, and sets him on his ultimate quest: the search for the Holy Grail.
Fools and Mortals - Bernard Cornwell 2017-10-19
A dramatic new departure for international bestselling author Bernard Cornwell, FOOLS AND MORTALS
takes us into the heart of the Elizabethan era, long one of his favourite periods of British history.
Waterloo - Bernard Cornwell 2015-05-05
#1 Bestseller in the U.K. From the New York Times bestselling author and master of martial fiction comes
the definitive, illustrated history of one of the greatest battles ever fought—a riveting nonfiction chronicle
published to commemorate the 200th anniversary of Napoleon’s last stand. On June 18, 1815 the armies of
France, Britain and Prussia descended upon a quiet valley south of Brussels. In the previous three days, the
French army had beaten the Prussians at Ligny and fought the British to a standstill at Quatre-Bras. The
Allies were in retreat. The little village north of where they turned to fight the French army was called
Waterloo. The blood-soaked battle to which it gave its name would become a landmark in European history.
In his first work of nonfiction, Bernard Cornwell combines his storytelling skills with a meticulously
researched history to give a riveting chronicle of every dramatic moment, from Napoleon’s daring escape
from Elba to the smoke and gore of the three battlefields and their aftermath. Through quotes from the
letters and diaries of Emperor Napoleon, the Duke of Wellington, and the ordinary officers and soldiers, he
brings to life how it actually felt to fight those famous battles—as well as the moments of amazing bravery
on both sides that left the actual outcome hanging in the balance until the bitter end. Published to coincide
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with the battle’s bicentennial in 2015, Waterloo is a tense and gripping story of heroism and tragedy—and
of the final battle that determined the fate of nineteenth-century Europe.
All That Lives Must Die - Eric Nylund 2010-07-20
Eliot and Fiona Post are twins caught up in an epic custody battle between their mother's and father's
families. Their mother is the immortal goddess Atropos, the eldest Fate, and their father is Lucifer, Lord of
the infernals, a diabolical fallen angel. The families have put them through rigorous, life-threatening
challenges, and together they've risen to combat them in amazing ways. But now they are facing the
greatest trial of all—high school. Paxington Unviersity is no normal high school—it's a place where gods
and goddesses, warriors and socerers learn to harness their power, where a debate in class can end in a
duel, and your classmates aren't simply friends or enemies, but allies in battle or threats to your life. To
flunk is to die--only the toughest graduate. As Fiona and Eliot struggle to keep up their grades by surviving
the rigorous training, both families are watching. High school is bad enough, but imagine being caught in
the midst of an immortal/infernal war... At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Tenderness - Alison MacLeod 2021-11-09
"Powerful, moving, brilliant . . . an utterly captivating read, and I came away from it with this astonished
thought: There's nothing this writer can't do." --Elizabeth Gilbert For readers of A Gentleman in Moscow
and Z: A Novel of Zelda Fitzgerald, an ambitious, spellbinding historical novel about sensuality, censorship,
and the novel that set off the sexual revolution. On the glittering shores of the Mediterranean in 1928, a
dying author in exile races to complete his final novel. Lady Chatterley's Lover is a sexually bold love story,
a searing indictment of class distinctions, and a study in sensuality. But the author, D.H. Lawrence, knows
it will be censored. He publishes it privately, loses his copies to customs, and dies bereft. Booker Prizelonglisted author Alison MacLeod brilliantly recreates the novel's origins and boldly imagines its journey to
freedom through the story of Jackie Kennedy, who was known to be an admirer. In MacLeod's telling,
Jackie-in her last days before becoming first lady-learns that publishers are trying to bring D.H. Lawrence's
long-censored novel to American and British readers in its full form. The U.S. government has responded by
targeting the postal service for distributing obscene material. Enjoying what anonymity she has left,
determined to honor a novel she loves, Jackie attends the hearing incognito. But there she is quickly
recognized, and FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover takes note of her interest and her outrage. Through the story
of Lawrence's writing of Lady Chatterley's Lover, the historic obscenity trial that sought to suppress it in
the United Kingdom, and the men and women who fought for its worldwide publication, Alison MacLeod
captures the epic sweep of the twentieth century from war and censorship to sensuality and freedom.
Exquisite, evocative, and grounded in history, Tenderness is a testament to the transformative power of
fiction.
Handbook for Mortals - Lani Sarem 2017-08-15
"Zade Holder has always been a free-spirited young woman, from a long dynasty of tarot-card readers,
fortunetellers, and practitioners of magick. Growing up in a small town and never quite fitting in, Zade is
determined to forge her own path. She leaves her home in Tennessee to break free from her overprotective
mother Dela, the local resident spellcaster and fortuneteller. Zade travels to Las Vegas and uses
supernatural powers to become part of a premiere magic show led by the infamous magician Charles
Spellman. Zade fits right in with his troupe of artists and misfits. After all, when everyone is slightly
eccentric, appearing 'normal' is much less important. Behind the scenes of this multimillion-dollar
production, Zade finds herself caught in a love triangle with Mac, the show's good-looking but rougharound-the-edges technical director and Jackson, the tall, dark, handsome and charming bandleader. Zade's
secrets and the struggle to choose between Mac or Jackson creates reckless tension during the grand finale
of the show. Using Chaos magick, which is known for being unpredictable, she tests her abilities as a
spellcaster farther than she's ever tried and finds herself at death's door. Her fate is left in the hands of a
mortal who does not believe in a world of real magick, a fortuneteller who knew one day Zade would put
herself in danger and a dagger with mystical powers"--Amazon.com
The Cambridge Guide to the Worlds of Shakespeare - Bruce R. Smith 2016
"The Cambridge Guide to the Worlds of Shakespeare aims to replicate the expansive reach of
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Shakespeare's global reputation. In pursuit of that vision, this work is transhistorical, international, and
interdisciplinary. "Shakespeare's World," volume one of the two volume set, maps out the physical, social,
and imaginative world that Shakespeare and his contemporaries inhabited. Fourteen sections cover such
fields as varied as the theatre business, science and technology, popular culture, and medicine. For each of
the volume's broad subject areas, an overview article is followed by a series of shorter essays taking up
particular aspects of the subject at hand. Richly illustrated with more than three hundred images, this book
brings the world, life, and afterlife of Shakespeare to readers, from nonacademic Shakespeare fans and
students to theater professionals and Shakespeare scholars"-The Invention of Fire - Bruce Holsinger 2015-04-21
The author of the acclaimed medieval mystery A Burnable Book once again brings fourteenth-century
London alive in all its color and detail in this riveting thriller featuring medieval poet and fixer John
Gower—a twisty tale rife with intrigue, danger mystery, and murder. Though he is one of England’s most
acclaimed intellectuals, John Gower is no stranger to London’s wretched slums and dark corners, and he
knows how to trade on the secrets of the kingdom’s most powerful men. When the bodies of sixteen
unknown men are found in a privy, the Sheriff of London seeks Gower’s help. The men’s wounds—ragged
holes created by an unknown object—are unlike anything the sheriff’s men have ever seen. Tossed into the
sewer, the bodies were meant to be found. Gower believes the men may have been used in an
experiment—a test for a fearsome new war weapon his informants call the “handgonne,” claiming it will be
the “future of death” if its design can be perfected. Propelled by questions of his own, Gower turns to
courtier and civil servant Geoffrey Chaucer, who is working on some poems about pilgrims that Gower finds
rather vulgar. Chaucer thinks he just may know who commissioned this new weapon, an extremely valuable
piece of information that some will pay a high price for—and others will kill to conceal. . .
Fools and Mortals - Bernard Cornwell 2018-01-09
New York Times bestselling author Bernard Cornwell makes a dramatic departure with this enthralling,
action-packed standalone novel that tells the story of the first production of A Midsummer Night's
Dream—as related by William Shakespeare’s estranged younger brother. Lord, what fools these mortals be
. . . In the heart of Elizabethan England, Richard Shakespeare dreams of a glittering career in one of the
London playhouses, a world dominated by his older brother, William. But he is a penniless actor, making
ends meet through a combination of a beautiful face, petty theft and a silver tongue. As William’s star rises,
Richard’s onetime gratitude is souring and he is sorely tempted to abandon family loyalty. So when a
priceless manuscript goes missing, suspicion falls upon Richard, forcing him onto a perilous path through a
bawdy and frequently brutal London. Entangled in a high-stakes game of duplicity and betrayal which
threatens not only his career and potential fortune, but also the lives of his fellow players, Richard has to
call on all he has now learned from the brightest stages and the darkest alleyways of the city. To avoid the
gallows, he must play the part of a lifetime . . . . Showcasing the superb storytelling skill that has won
Bernard Cornwell international renown, Fools and Mortals is a richly portrayed tour de force that brings to
life a vivid world of intricate stagecraft, fierce competition, and consuming ambition.
A Midsummer-night's Dream - William Shakespeare 1874
The Saint Zita Society - Ruth Rendell 2012-08-28
Life in the well-manicured London locale of Hexam Place is not as placid and orderly as it appears. Behind
the tranquil gardens and polished entryways, relationships between servants and their employers are set to
combust. Henry, the handsome valet to Lord Studley, is sleeping with both the Lord's wife and his
university-age daughter. Montserrate, the Still family's lazy au pair, is helping to hide Mrs. Still's illicit
affair with a television actor--for a small fee. June, the haughty housekeeper to a princess of dubious origin,
is hard at work forming a "society" for servants to address complaints about their employers. Meanwhile, a
disturbed gardener, Dex, believes a voice in his cellphone is giving him godlike instructions--that could
endanger the lives of all who reside in Hexam Place. A deeply observed and suspenseful update to the
upstairs/downstairs genre, The St. Zita Society is Ruth Rendell at her incisive best.
How to Survive Everything - Ewan Morrison 2021-03-01
Longlisted for the McIlvanney Prize 2021 Shortlisted for the Bookmark Festival Book of the Year 2021 "I
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wasn’t sure there could be a great pandemic novel. Here it is." Ian Rankin My dad taught us to be prepared
for whatever was coming. He said we should know the facts about how long we could survive without food,
water or fresh air, and to remember that we couldn't live at all without hope. It was better, he said, to be
ahead of the game. Better to be ten years too early than one minute too late. That’s why he did what he did,
on that morning ... Inspired by her father’s advance planning and her own ingenuity and courage, this is
one teenage girl’s survival guide for navigating life under a new, even more deadly pandemic from the
confines of a prepper compound. Will she ride out the collapse of everything she knows, and how can she
save her family – and sanity?
Work's a Bitch and Then You Make It Work - Andrea Kay 2012-01-09
Are you frustrated by the indignities of life in today’s workplace? More work, longer hours, fewer benefits,
incompetent bosses—career consultant and expert Andrea Kay has heard it all. In her new book, Kay
connects with the 85 percent of the workforce who feel unsatisfied with their careers. Readers will
immediately recognize themselves in the stories she tells, gleaned from the thousands of unhappy workers
who have responded to Kay’s nationally syndicated column and appearances. But Kay doesn’t just explore
what’s wrong with the workplace today; she empowers workers to think about their careers in a new way,
to get past disillusionment and feelings of powerlessness to see the possibilities and control they do have.
She counsels readers on how to aim high and be fearless in presenting new ideas; how to cope with the
unpredictable; how to determine whether a company is a good match for you; how to define the kind of
work arrangement you want, and get up the nerve to ask for it. Throughout the text and the thoughtprovoking exercises that accompany it, she offers ways to take concrete and positive steps that will improve
both your career and your life. Work may indeed be a bitch sometimes, but with Andrea Kay’s help, readers
will work it out.
The Fallen Angels - Bernard Cornwell 2005-06-28
During the French Revolution, lovely young Englishwoman Lady Campion Lazender finds herself
endangered because of her French ancestry and her valuable estate, coveted by a ruthless secret society.
Sharpe’s Assassin (The Sharpe Series, Book 21) - Bernard Cornwell 2021-09-30
SHARPE IS BACK. The global bestseller Bernard Cornwell returns with his iconic hero, Richard Sharpe.
Sharpe's Assassin - Bernard Cornwell 2021-12-07
New York Times bestselling author Bernard Cornwell returns with his iconic hero, Richard Sharpe.
SHARPE IS BACK. Outsider. Hero. Rogue. And the one man you want on your side. Sharpe's Assassin is the
brand-new novel in the bestselling historical series that has sold more than twenty million copies
worldwide.
The Hot Kid - Elmore Leonard 2009-10-13
The undisputed master of the crime novel strikes again with this powerfully entertaining story, set in 1920s
Oklahoma, that introduces one of the toughest lawmen ever to come out of the west. . . . Carlos Webster
was 15 the day he witnessed his first murder—but it wouldn’t be his last. It was also his first introduction to
the notorious gunman, Emmet Long. By the time Carlos is 20, he’s being sworn in as a deputy United States
marshal and now goes by the name Carl. As for Emmet, he’s robbing banks with his new partner, the nogood son of an oil millionaire. Carl Webster and Emmet Long may be on opposite sides of the law but their
long-time game of cat and mouse will turn them both into two of the most famous names in crime and
punishment.
The Lost Letter - Jillian Cantor 2017
A "historical novel of love and survival inspired by real resistance workers during World War II in Austria,
and the mysterious love letter that connects generations of Jewish families"--Dust jacket flap.
I Would Challenge You to a Battle of Wits, But I See You Are Unarmed: William Shakespeare
Notebook/Journal - Shalu Sharma 2019-01-19
I Would Challenge You to a Battle of Wits Journal/Notebook I would challenge you to a battle of wits, but I
see you are unarmed. A lovely meaningful quote from The English Classic Taming of the Shrew! This
notebook/journal with the quote from William Shakespeare's play "The Taming of the Shrew" is an ideal gift
for anyone who loves English Literature. *120+ journal pages *Ideal size 5x8 inches *Smart attractive cover
*Inspirational quotes by William Shakespeare
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The Spy of Venice - Benet Brandreth 2018-08-07
When he is caught by his wife in one ill-advised seduction too many, young William Shakespeare flees
Stratford to seek his fortune. Cast adrift in London, Will falls in with a band of players, but greater men
have their eye on this talented young wordsmith. England’s very survival hangs in the balance, and Will
finds himself dispatched to Venice on a crucial assignment. Once there, Will is dazzled by the city’s
masques and its beauties, but Catholic assassins would stop at nothing to end his mission on the point of
their sharpened knives—and lurking in the shadows is a killer as clever as he is cruel.Suspenseful,
seductive, and as sharp as an assassin’s blade, The Spy of Venice introduces a major new literary talent to
the genre—thrilling if you’ve never read a word of Shakespeare and sublime if you have.
The Vatican Princess - C. W. Gortner 2016-02-09
For fans of Philippa Gregory and Alison Weir, bestselling author C. W. Gortner effortlessly weaves history
and drama in this captivating novel about one of the world’s most notorious families. Glamorous and
predatory, the Borgias fascinated and terrorized fifteenth-century Renaissance Italy, and Lucrezia Borgia,
beloved daughter of the pope, was at the center of the dynasty’s ambitions. Slandered as a heartless
seductress who lured men to their doom, was she in fact the villainess of legend, or was she trapped in a
familial web, forced to choose between loyalty and survival? With the ascension of the Spaniard Rodrigo
Borgia as Pope Alexander VI, a new era has dawned in Rome. Benefitting from their father’s elevation are
the new pope’s illegitimate children—his rival sons, Cesare and Juan, and beautiful young daughter
Lucrezia—each of whom assumes an exalted position in the papal court. Privileged and adored, Lucrezia
yearns to escape her childhood and play a part in her family’s fortunes. But Rome is seductive and
dangerous: Alliances shift at a moment’s notice as Italy’s ruling dynasties strive to keep rivals at bay. As
Lucrezia’s father faces challenges from all sides, the threat of a French invasion forces him to marry her off
to a powerful adversary. But when she discovers the brutal truth behind her alliance, Lucrezia is plunged
into a perilous gambit that will require all her wits, cunning, and guile. Escaping her marriage offers the
chance of happiness with a passionate prince of Naples, yet as scandalous accusations of murder and incest
build against her, menacing those she loves, Lucrezia must risk everything to overcome the lethal fate
imposed upon her by her Borgia blood. Beautifully wrought, rich with fascinating historical detail, The
Vatican Princess is the first novel to describe Lucrezia’s coming-of-age in her own voice. What results is a
dramatic, vivid tale set in an era of savagery and unparalleled splendor, where enemies and allies can be
one and the same, and where loyalty to family can ultimately be a curse. Praise for The Vatican Princess “In
a literary exploration riven with Shakespearean quantities of murder, lies, deceptions, and treachery,
Gortner’s narrative gains veracity with his atmospheric exploration of fashion, architecture, and art on the
stage of ‘loud, filthy, and dangerous’ Rome. Gortner has imagined Lucrezia Borgia’s life from a feminist
perspective.”—Kirkus Reviews “[Gortner] has invested his novel with impressive historical detail that is
woven neatly into the threads of the story, and his afterword and references offer excellent
insight.”—Historical Novels Review “Assiduously researched and expertly crafted, this novel takes readers
inside the treacherous world of the Borgias—one of history’s most dysfunctional ruling families—and brings
to life the sympathetic and freshly imagined character of their leading lady, Lucrezia. This unholy plunge
into Rome’s darkest dynasty is wholly engrossing.”—Allison Pataki, New York Times bestselling author of
Sisi: Empress on Her Own “The world of Renaissance Italy is vividly brought to life—I’m captivated by this
knowledgeable author’s take on the controversial Borgias.”—Alison Weir, New York Times bestselling
author of Katherine of Aragon, The True Queen “Impressive research, a lush background, and deft
characterization of these turbulent times make for a fascinating read.”—Margaret George, New York Times
bestselling author of Elizabeth I
Goddess of Light - P. C. Cast 2008-12-02
Ancient gods Artemis and Apollo get caught up in a game of love with a mortal woman in this Goddess
Summoning novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author P. C. Cast... Tired of dating egomaniacs,
interior designer Pamela Gray has nearly given up. She wants to be treated like a goddess—preferably by a
god. As she whispers her wish, she unwittingly invokes the goddess Artemis, who has some tricks up her
celestial sleeve… Twins Artemis and Apollo have been sent to the kingdom of Las Vegas to test their mettle.
Their first assignment: make Pamela’s wish come true. So Artemis volunteers her golden brother. After all,
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who better than the handsome God of Light to bring love to this lonely woman? It might be a first, but here
in Sin City, where life is a gamble, both god and mortal are about to bet on a high-stakes game of love...
The Great Night - Chris Adrian 2011-04-26
Acclaimed as a "gifted, courageous writer"(The New York Times), Chris Adrian brings all his extraordinary
talents to bear in The Great Night—a brilliant and mesmerizing retelling of Shakespeare's "A Midsummer
Night's Dream." On Midsummer Eve 2008, three people, each on the run from a failed relationship, become
trapped in San Francisco's Buena Vista Park, the secret home of Titania, Oberon, and their court. On this
night, something awful is happening in the faerie kingdom: in a fit of sadness over the end of her marriage,
which broke up in the wake of the death of her adopted son, Titania has set loose an ancient menace, and
the chaos that ensues will threaten the lives of immortals and mortals alike. Selected by The New Yorker as
one the best young writers in America, Adrian has created a singularly playful, heartbreaking, and
humorous novel—a story that charts the borders between reality and dreams, love and magic, and mortality
and immortality.
Gallows Thief - Bernard Cornwell 2009-03-17
The year is 1820. Rider Sandman, a hero of Waterloo, returns to London to wed his fiancée. But instead of
settling down to fame and glory, he finds himself penniless in a country where high unemployment and
social unrest rage, and where men—innocent or guilty—are hanged for the merest of crimes. When he's
offered a job as private investigator to re-open the case of a painter due to be hanged for a murder he didn't
commit, Sandman readily accepts—as much for the money as for a chance to see justice done in a country
gone to ruins. Soon, however, he's mired in a grisly murder plot that keeps thickening. Sandman makes his
way through gentlemen's clubs and shady taverns, aristocratic mansions, and fashionable painters' studios
determined to rescue the innocent young man from the rope. But someone doesn't want the truth revealed.
William Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream - Michael Hoffman 1999-04-21
The world of the film is Tuscany at the turn of the lastcentury. Necklines are high. Parents are rigid. Social
convention dictates the fate of the young. Class distinction is a largepart of everyday life and to be an
aristocrat still means something. This is the setting for director Michael Hoffman's adaptation of
Shakespeare's classic comedy A Midsummer Night's Dream. Together with Rupert Everett, Calista
Flockhart, Kevin Kline, Michelle Pleiffer, and Stanley Tucci, Hoffman stirs up a raucous mixture of love
triangles, mischievous fairies, revelry, love potions, spells, dreams, weddings, a play, and finally, three
happy couples heading off to their marriage beds. As Puck so aptly puts it:"What fools these mortals be!"
None But a Blockhead - Larry L. King 1987
Riotously funny, King's book is a warning and object lesson in how life as a writer works. on being a writer.
Monsters - Liz Kay 2016
"A cracklingly funny and poignant debut novel about the ways we love, even when we're not at our best" -Fools and Mortals - Bernard Cornwell 2018-01-09
New York Times bestselling author Bernard Cornwell makes a dramatic departure with this enthralling,
action-packed standalone novel that tells the story of the first production of A Midsummer Night's
Dream—as related by William Shakespeare’s estranged younger brother. Lord, what fools these mortals be
. . . In the heart of Elizabethan England, Richard Shakespeare dreams of a glittering career in one of the
London playhouses, a world dominated by his older brother, William. But he is a penniless actor, making
ends meet through a combination of a beautiful face, petty theft and a silver tongue. As William’s star rises,
Richard’s onetime gratitude is souring and he is sorely tempted to abandon family loyalty. So when a
priceless manuscript goes missing, suspicion falls upon Richard, forcing him onto a perilous path through a
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bawdy and frequently brutal London. Entangled in a high-stakes game of duplicity and betrayal which
threatens not only his career and potential fortune, but also the lives of his fellow players, Richard has to
call on all he has now learned from the brightest stages and the darkest alleyways of the city. To avoid the
gallows, he must play the part of a lifetime . . . . Showcasing the superb storytelling skill that has won
Bernard Cornwell international renown, Fools and Mortals is a richly portrayed tour de force that brings to
life a vivid world of intricate stagecraft, fierce competition, and consuming ambition.
A Crowning Mercy - Bernard Cornwell 2009-03-17
The civil war that is tearing England asunder in the year 1643 has not yet touched Dorcas Slythe, a secretly
rebellious young Puritan woman living in the countryside south of London. She aches to escape the safe,
pious tyranny of her father—and the opportunity appears with the arrival of Toby Lazender, dashing scion
of a powerful royalist family, who awakens her to her passionate destiny. Her adventure truly begins with
the discovery of an intricately wrought gold seal—one of four that, when joined, will reveal a great secret.
Suddenly grave danger lies before her—not from Cromwell's advancing armies, but from relentless enemies
who covet the great treasure to which she now holds the key.
The Folly of Fools - Robert Trivers 2011-10-25
Explores the author's theorized evolutionary basis for self-deception, which he says is tied to group conflict,
courtship, neurophysiology, and immunology, but can be negated by awareness of it and its results.
On the Move! - Michael Teitelbaum 2009-01-06
Rita, Dan, Max and Ted are on the move in Trucktown! Kids will have hands-on fun with a movable part on
each spread! Swing Wrecker Rosie's wrecking ball, spin Monster Truck Max's wheel, dump gravel from
Dump Truck Dan's bed, and move Tow Truck Ted's hook up and down as he saves a good friend!
Shriver - Chris Belden 2015-09-29
In this charming, clever, and darkly satiric novel set at a writers’ conference, one man finds himself caught
in a whirlwind of literary pretention, a suspect in a criminal investigation, and hopelessly in love with a
woman who thinks he’s someone else. Mistaken for a famous but reclusive author of the same name, lonely
Shriver attends a writers’ conference at a small Midwestern liberal arts college. Completely unfamiliar with
the novel he supposedly wrote and utterly unprepared for the magnitude of the reputation that precedes
him, Shriver is feted, fawned over, featured at stuffy literary panels, and barely manages to play it cool.
Things quickly go awry when one of the other guest authors suddenly disappears and Shriver becomes a
prime suspect in the investigation. Amidst eager fans, Shriver must contend with a persistent police
detective, a pesky journalist determined to unearth his past, and a mysterious and possibly dangerous
stalker who seems to know his secret. But most vexing of all, Shriver’s gone and fallen in love with the
conference organizer, who believes he’s someone else. When the “real” Shriver (or is he?) appears to claim
his place among the literati, the conference—and Shriver’s world—threaten to unravel. Filled with witty
dialogue, hilarious antics, and a cast of bizarre and endearing characters, Shriver is at once a touching love
story, a surreal examination of identity, and an affectionate tribute to the power of writing.
The Best American Short Stories 2019 - Anthony Doerr 2019-10
#1 New York Times best-selling, Pulitzer Prize-winning author Anthony Doerr brings his"stunning sense of
physical detail and gorgeous metaphors" (San Francisco Chronicle) to selecting The Best American Short
Stories 2019. #1 New York Times best-selling, Pulitzer Prize-winning author Anthony Doerr brings
his"stunning sense of physical detail and gorgeous metaphors" (San Francisco Chronicle) to selecting The
Best American Short Stories 2019. Doerr and the series editor, Heidi Pitlor, winnow down twenty stories
out of thousands that represent the best examples of the form published the previous year.
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